STEM-PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S EXCLUSION IN THE CANADIAN SPACE INDUSTRY
Praise for *STEM-Professional Women’s Exclusion in the Canadian Space Industry*

You probably haven’t read many books about women scientists working in the space industry, perhaps because there are not many (in both senses). This book, *STEM-Professional Women’s Exclusion in the Canadian Space Industry*, from a senior space scientist, formerly the only female mission manager in the Canadian Space Agency, examines in depth and in detail the identities, experiences, careers and career anchors, discourses and contexts of women, and some men, in the sector. By way of expert feminist intersectional poststructuralist analysis, it brings many insights, not just for STEM-professions and professionals, but the wider worlds of men’s organizational domination and men’s protected and excluding bastions.

Jeff Hearn

(Senior Professor, Gender Studies, Örebro University, Sweden; Professor Emeritus, Management and Organisation, Hanken School of Economics, Finland; Professor of Sociology, University of Huddersfield, UK; author of *Men of the World*)

Women’s exclusion has become visible in this highly novel book on the Canadian space industry. STEM-professional women’s experiences, their agency and the ways in which they move beyond the positions assigned to them institutionally and professionally are analysed with care through theoretically rigorous debates surrounding identity, power and difference. As readers, we learn about remarkable women in a unique context, and thus teaches us about the ways in which history shapes the present lived experiences of women working in male dominated environments. Excitedly, this book enables us to think what future is possible for women as they continue to break through what would have historically been seen as impossible barriers. A must read.

Alison Pullen

(Professor of Management and Organisation Studies, Macquarie University, Joint Editor-in-Chief, *Gender, Work and Organization*)

This book is a beautifully written synthesis of intersectionality and critical sensemaking in one of the most exciting contexts of our time, space. Stefanie Ruel’s unique voice and her insightful appropriation of a rich set of ideas to study the core question of her study, “how there were so few STEM-professional women managers in the Canadian space industry,” has all the ingredients of a classic in the empirical study of identity and intersectionality. Her research marks a thorough understanding of the complex
relationships between context, knowledge and experience that is required to perform a detailed analysis of discourses and power-relations in such a way to reveal the exclusionary order prevailing in the space industry. Through the brilliant fusion of diverse theoretical and empirical ingredients, she has provided us a thought-provoking book that is a true adventure for the reader.

Päivi Eriksson

(Professor, University of Eastern Finland Business School)

Dr Stefanie Ruel is the only woman to fulfil the role of Life Sciences Mission Manager in the billion-dollar Canadian space industry, a sector which is dominated by White cismen. In this beautifully written and highly engaging book, Dr Ruel explores micro-level, everyday interactions in the industry to surface the discourses which make for the ongoing exclusion of women from scientific, technical, engineering and mathematical management positions. Her data is drawn from detailed interviews with men and women in the space industry and analysis of publicly available documents. The book provides a compelling lens on an industry which is under-researched in organization studies and a much-needed corrective to research which focuses only on ‘who’ and ‘how many’ questions about gendered, raced and classed exclusion and discrimination. It also makes a powerful case around the resistances that female STEM professionals can mount in the space industry as well as how their male colleagues can support them in enacting social change. Put simply, it is a must read for anyone interested in difference, identity, discrimination and exclusion, in organizations and elsewhere.

Jo Brewis

(Professor, Department of People and Organizations, The Open University Business School)

It is impossible to read this book without being impelled to action in the academic and in the social fronts. The work is an extraordinary act of organizational scholarship, achieving theoretical and empirical richness via comingling of organizational and feminist theorizing, Foucault, and the voices of human protagonists in the context of the Canadian space industry. As importantly, doing this research guided the author toward courageous acts and realizations; a poignant personal story where the significance of academic achievement gives way to new spaces for action and commitments to social change. A “must read” if there was one in recent organization studies!

Marta Calás

(Professor, Isenberg School of Management, University of Massachusetts, USA)
For my children and my husband — May you each rise above the attributed anchor points you will encounter on a day-to-day basis.
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Preface

One of the great pleasures of editing the Emerald Critical Management Studies book series is that I get early exposure to amazing work. Nowhere is this more evident than in the current book by Stefanie Ruel. How often do we get a peek, let alone an in-depth insight, into a major space agency — the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) — and space industry? On the surface, we are drawn to the glamour of the space industry, but Stefanie is quick to puncture that illusion. She does so by sharing her own attraction to the industry when, as a girl, she was seduced by the glamour and excitement of space as she watched the first of the Star Wars movies back in 1977 — alluding to the fact that it held out the promise of being the “coolest job ever.” Yet, as she was later to discover, many of the challenges of space did not lay with the “Dark Side of the Force” but closer to earth — much closer to earth than she could have imagined. As she rose through the ranks to become the CSA’s only woman Mission Manager, she encountered a number of discriminatory practices and attitudes that negatively affected those that didn’t fit the masculine stereotype of “the right stuff.” The label of the CSA’s only woman Mission Manager speaks not only to her accomplishments but also to the discriminations that prevented other women from achieving the same level or professional standing within the space industry. In keeping with the Star Wars simile, Doctor Stefanie Ruel — to give her, her full academic title and one of her many anchor points — takes us through a journey of challenge and change as she encourages the reader “to consider what can be done to change the systemic exclusionary social reality of this industry.” In her own words, she advises us to “hang on, [because] you too have embarked on a Star Destroyer!”

There is an old feminist saying that “the personal is political” and Professor Ruel takes this to heart, placing herself at the center of narratives but only to illuminate the situation that many women have expressed to her as she searched for answers to address discrimination in the Canadian space industry. As she explains her own process of “doing space,” there is an important balance in the study between her own insights and those of the women she worked with, interviewed and otherwise talked to. As she puts it, the book is not about her but she is present in it. It is about who she is, who she is becoming and her varied emotions, which are imbedded at all levels of the text. She refers to this process as navigating “between objective and subjective discourses;” between the scientist that had once occupied a central part of her identity to the feminist poststructuralist researcher engaged in a study of the very discourses that were associating herself and other women with a sense of “Otherness” and marginalization.

As we begin to take this ride on the Star Destroyer, Dr Ruel cautions us that we are about to encounter a very complex situation, involving the use of various lenses to help make sense of what we are seeing. But, she assures us, we will
understand the complexity through an oscillating process involving breaking it down into its composite parts and then reassembling it back to the larger picture of “what it is to ‘do space’ as a STEM-professional woman.” This, incidentally, is no mean feat. Researchers and practitioners alike are often awed by the complexity of any issue and resolve. The answer, especially with regard to research, is often to abandon complexity and focus on selected aspects of a given situation. Dr Ruel has chosen to take on the sheer sweep of complexity to allow us to understand and feel the different elements of a situation. To do this, along the way, we will encounter anchor points (experiential traces of identity/labels established through interactions with/and reflections on other people); social psychological processes (cognitive sensemaking); formative contexts (dominant practices and ideas that influence sensemaking); micro-, meso-, and macrocontextual levels (organizational rules and values); discourses (powerful ideas and interrelated practices that construct privileged, marginalized, and neglected identities); intersectionality (varying relational points of identity that influence sense of self); and several key theories, including identity theory, poststructuralism, intersectional feminism, and critical sensemaking — all deftly handled through Ruel’s careful analysis and structuring.

Albert Mills
Series Editor
Whenever I think about space, I can’t help but think about dimensions. The first three dimensions are, for the most part, known and accepted: moving up and down in space; moving front to back, or back to front; and, finally, moving across, left to right, or right to left. The final dimension, time, is for me the most fun to consider. It is, simply stated, the translation of an object through space over time. As we all move through space-time, we bump into each other, interacting and influencing each other. This is my opportunity to reflect on my journey through this fourth dimension, and how the interactions and influences of the past will continue to influence and interact with my future. I am embracing the earliest point that I remember, in my experience of space-time, with respect to my journey toward awareness, in such a way to reach out through the dimensions to acknowledge individuals who influenced and interacted with me.
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